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The  wild  and  rugged  Bristol  Bay  region  in  Southwest  Alaska

is  famous  for  its  world-class  wild  sockeye  salmon  runs  and

incredible  sport  fishing  opportunities .  The  plentiful  salmon

of  the  region  have  sustained  local  Alaska  Native  people  for

thousands  of  years ,  support  thousands  of  American  jobs ,

and  feed  people  all  over  the  world .

The  region  has  31  villages

where  people  of  Alutiiq ,

Dena 'ina  and  Yup ’ik

descendance  have  made

their  home  for  the  past

10 ,000  years .  Salmon  are  a

traditional  food  source ,

and  at  the  heart  of  their

culture .  This  area  is  home

to  one  of  the  few

remaining  salmon-based

cultures  on  earth .

THE  SALMON  CAPITAL

OF  THE  WORLD

Bristol  Bay ’s  wild  landscape

holds  six  major  rivers ,

hundreds  of  lakes

(including  lake  Iliamna ,  the

third  largest  in  the  U .S .) ,

mountains ,  tundra ,  and

volcanoes .  Last  summer ,  a

record-breaking  62 .3

million  sockeye  salmon

returned  to  the  region  from

the  ocean ,  with  another

strong  forecast  this  year .

More  than  300  wildlife

species ,  including  birds ,

fish  and  mammals  depend

on  salmon  to  thrive .  

COMMUNITIES  &

A  WAY  OF  LIFE

Salmon  and  the  productive

rivers  of  Bristol  Bay  are  the

basis  for  thriving

commercial  fishing  and

tourism  industries  valued  at

more  than  $1 .5  billion

annually .  These  sectors

support  more  than  14 ,000

full  and  part-time  jobs .

Sport  anglers  and  bear

viewers  from  throughout

the  world  visit  Bristol  Bay

for  unique  backcountry

experiences .  More  than  half

the  world 's  commercially

caught  wild  sockeye  salmon

come  from  Bristol  Bay .

AMERICAN  JOBS  & A

THRIVING  ECONOMY

PEBBLE  MINE
THREATENS :
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NO PLACE FOR THE 
PEBBLE MINE



MILLIONS SIDE WITH PEOPLE OF 
BRISTOL BAY TO OPPOSE PEBBLE

Since  2012 ,  more  than  2 .5  million

comments  have  supported

protections  for  the  region .  When

polled ,  Alaskans  consistently

oppose  development  of  the

proposed  Pebble  mine .  Due  to

financial  uncertainty  and

widespread  public  opposition ,  

MASSIVE SIZE

DESTRUCTIVE & TOXIC

WORST POSSIBLE LOCATION

The  Pebble  Partnership  holds  mining  claims  covering

thousands  of  acres  in  Bristol  Bay .  I f  developed ,  Pebble

molybdenum ,  meaning  massive  amounts  of  ground  would  need  to  be  unearthed  to

turn  a  profit ,  releasing  harmful  metals  in  the  process  -  including  copper ,  which  is

particularly  harmful  to  wild  salmon .  Thousands  of  acres  of  wetlands  and  numerous

salmon  streams  would  be  destroyed ,  upending  the  wild  character  of  the  region .

l ikely  to  become  one  of  the  largest  open-pit  mines  in  North  America .  Added

infrastructure  would  make  nearby  state  land  viable  for  mining  development .

and  Kvichak  watersheds .  Studies  show  groundwater  transfer  between  the  two ,

meaning  any  spil l  would  l ikely  impact  two  critical  river  systems  of  the  region .

In 2017,  the Pebble Partnership submitted an
incomplete and deceptive permit application to dig
a large open-pit ,  build waste storage & water
treatment facil it ies at an unprecedented & untested
scale,  a 83-mile transportation corridor,  new port
facil it ies,  and has repeatedly indicated plans for
expansion. Given what's at stake, any permit for the
proposed Pebble mine deserves careful scrutiny.
Unfortunately,  the current permit review process
falls well  short of these basic standards.

YOU CAN HELPPEBBLE MINE IS CURRENTLY ADVANCING.
Voice  your  support  for

Amendment  90  to  the  Energy

and  Water  Appropriations  Act

(H .R .  2740) ,  which  prevents

additional  funding  for  the

Pebble  mine  permit  review .  

WRONG MINE. WRONG PLACE. 

The  Pebble  deposit  is  a  large  but  very

low-grade  deposit  of  gold ,  copper ,  and  
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The  deposit  sits  between  the

headwaters  of  the  Nushagak   

“Although we’re only trying to permit a 20-year mine,
this would be a 200-year mine at this scale.”

-  Doug Allen, Pebble VP of corp. communication (Jan 2019)

four  major  mining  companies ,  once  investors ,  have  abandoned  the  project .

Bristol  Bay  demands  high

standards  of  review .  Until

Pebble  mine 's  review  meets

this ,  the  process  must  stop .


